Stock Volume Dependency of Forest Drought Responses in Yunnan, China
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Abstract: Revealing forest drought response characteristics and the potential impact factors is quite an important scientific issue against the background of global climate change, which is the foundation to reliably evaluate and predict the effects of future drought. Due to the high spatial heterogeneity of forest properties such as biomass, forest age, and height, and the distinct differences in drought stress in terms of frequency, intensity, and duration, current studies still contain many uncertainties. In this research, we used the forests in Yunnan Province in Southwest China as an example and aimed to reveal the potential impacts of forest properties (i.e., stock volume) on drought response characteristics. Specifically, we divided the forest into five groups of stock volume density values and then analyzed their drought response differences. To depict forest response to drought intensity, the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) was chosen as the explanatory variable, and the change in remote sensing-based enhanced vegetation index (deficit of MODIS-EVI, dEVI) was chosen as the response variable of drought stress. Given that the SPEI has different time scales, we first analyzed the statistical dependency of SPEIs with different time scales (1 to 36 months) to the response variable (i.e., dEVI). The optimal time scale of SPEI (SPEIopt) to interpret the maximum variation of dEVI (R-square) was then chosen to build the ultimate statistical models for the five groups of stock volume density. The main findings were as follows: (1) the impacts of drought showed hysteresis and cumulative effects, and the length of the hysteresis increased with stock volume densities; (2) forests with high stock volume densities required more soil water and were therefore more sensitive to the changes in water deficit; (3) compared with the optimal time scale of SPEI (SPEIopt), the SPEI with the commonly used time scale (e.g., 1, 6, and 12 months) could not well reflect the impacts of drought on forests and the simulation error of dEVI increased with stock volume densities; and (4) forests with higher stock volume densities were likely to experience a greater risk of degradation following higher atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5). As a result, both the time scale of the meteorological drought index and the spatial difference in forest stock volumes should be considered when evaluating forest drought responses at regional and global scales.
1. Introduction

Forest ecosystems offer products (e.g., food, timber) and services (e.g., soil, water conservation, climate moderation) [1–3], and are therefore crucial to the survival and sustainable development of societies. As global temperatures rise and patterns of precipitation change [4,5], forest ecosystems are experiencing an increase in gradual risk [6]. In recent years, drought has been more frequent, more severe, and longer [7,8]. It has affected forest ecosystems to varying degrees [6,9,10], and has threatened forest health and affected ecosystem services, so it is important to manage forests efficiently through informed decision-making that reliably evaluates and predicts the effects of drought on forest growth [11].

A tree response to drought includes a series of adjustments and corresponding characteristic responses. In the early stages of drought, stomata are kept open as far as possible, and regular growth is maintained through continuous assimilation of CO$_2$ [12,13]; as the stress intensifies, stomata are closed to reduce water loss. Meanwhile, root growth is accelerated to increase the uptake of soil moisture [13,14]. When the intensity of drought stress exceeds the tree’s ability to adapt and resist the stress, other physiological responses set in, manifesting in the yellowing of leaves and leaf shedding [14,15], and the tree eventually dies from xylem embolism, carbon starvation, or both [16–18]. The question of how to use methods such as remote sensing, meteorological drought index, ground surveys, and various other ways to recognize the onset of drought and assess its impact in different intensities of drought is one of the key areas of research today.

By exploiting the growing abundance of information from both remote sensing and ground surveys, researchers have made commendable progress in monitoring and evaluating drought. Nevertheless, some critical conclusions remain controversial. In terms of causes, the effects of drought on forest can be seen from two aspects. One is the intensity of external stress (e.g., drought intensity and duration), and the other is the different attributes of the forest itself (e.g., biomass, age, and height), for instance, the responses of forests to a given intensity of drought, which vary widely depending on the age and the height of trees. From the view of tree height, some researchers have suggested that tall trees require more moisture to support and maintain their regular growth (e.g., the stem, leaves, and the xylem conduit system) [19], and are therefore more vulnerable to drought. Other researchers have considered such trees to be able to synthesize more carbohydrates and thereby make up for carbon starvation as they are able to capture more sunlight and have more effective photosynthesis [20,21]. From the perspective of tree age, some researchers have found that the risk of xylem embolism is greater in older trees as they are less efficient in taking up soil moisture and have fewer fine roots [22,23], whereas other researchers maintain that older trees are better at resisting drought as their deeper root systems can access phreatic water from greater depths [24,25].

Aside from these differences in forest attributes, some uncertainties in expressing the effects of external drought will be added in different ways. The response of trees to moisture is related not only to the current water balance, but also to past precipitation and temperature, which shows a clear time lag [26] and legacy effects [27]. Some researchers have found a time lag for the response of forests to drought, the effect of the continuous cumulative water deficit, or the surplus condition on forest growth being greater [26,27]. Based on the correlations between meteorological data, the annual tree rings, and remote sensing vegetation index, Wu et al. reported that forests (trees and shrubs) took more than two years to respond to drought in the temperate zone of the northern hemisphere [27]. Thus, if the differences in response characteristics (e.g., the length of hysteresis) of forests with different stock volume densities are fully taken into account, the response of forests to drought can be evaluated more reliably [10,28,29].

The present research considered two types of indexes—meteorological drought indexes (e.g., the Palmer drought severity index (PDSI), the standardized precipitation index (SPI), and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI)) [30–32], calculated on the basis of such
meteorological variables as temperature and precipitation; and vegetation indexes (e.g., the normalized difference vegetation index (\textit{NDVI}) and the enhanced vegetation index (\textit{EVI}) \cite{33}) based on remote sensing—in evaluating the effect of drought. Meteorological drought indexes are simpler to calculate \cite{34} and can predict climate change using a climate model \cite{35,36} but ignore spatial differences in vegetation and the differences in the response characteristics of vegetation with different attributes to drought and thus reflect meteorological drought rather than agricultural or hydrological drought \cite{34,37}. Vegetation indexes based on remote sensing not only directly reflect changes in the growth of vegetation, but also have a high temporal and spatial resolution, and therefore can reflect the differences in the response of vegetation with different attributes to drought. This is why vegetation indexes are always used in characterizing the response of forests to drought on regional and global scales \cite{33,38}.

Thus, to reveal the potential impacts of forest stock volume on drought response characteristics, forests in Yunnan Province of China were chosen as an example for the present research, and an \textit{SPEI} with different time scales that could reflect drought characteristics was taken as the explanatory variable; the variation (\textit{dEVI}, or the deficit of \textit{EVI}) in MODIS-\textit{EVI} was used as the response variable of forests with different stock volume densities. Thus, it was possible to assess and predict the effects of drought on forests more reliably.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Area

Yunnan Province (21.13°–29.25° N, 97.51°–106.18° E) is located in southwestern China (Figure 1), and primarily has a subtropical monsoon, plateau monsoon, and tropical rainy climate. The precipitation and temperature of Yunnan Province show a regular change where both decrease gradually from south to north (Figure 2a,b); this is related to the water resource and the latitude location. Based on the data mentioned above, the research found that Yunnan Province, with a mean annual precipitation (\textit{MAP}) of 1098.6 mm and a mean annual temperature (\textit{MAT}) of 15.7 °C, is warm and humid in general. In addition, the precipitation and temperature are concentrated in summer (June–August) \cite{10}, and therefore it is a typical high-coverage region in China, where the forest cover is greater than 50.0% \cite{39}; forests with various stock volume densities are widely distributed (Figure 1) \cite{40}, and the best status of forests grow mainly in summer (especially in July) \cite{10}. From 2001 to 2014, large areas of Yunnan suffered many drought events (2005–2006, 2009–2014) with varying intensities and duration, which significantly affected the forest ecosystem \cite{10,41,42}. Typical drought events in Yunnan include the mild drought of 2005 and the persistent drought in winter of 2009 to spring of 2010 \cite{10,41}. Yunnan Province is currently a focus study region for exploring how the forest responds to drought as it has a high forest cover rate and has suffered several drought events \cite{43,44}, especially from 2001–2014. Due to all of these reasons, Yunnan Province was selected as the study region.

![Figure 1. Distribution of forest stock volume densities in Yunnan province, China \cite{40}.](image)
Figure 2. The spatial distribution of (a) the mean annual precipitation and (b) the mean annual temperature from 2001–2014. These data sets (CRU, the Climatic Research Unit, TS 3.23) were obtained from the Center for Environmental Data Analysis [45], which forms the basis of CRU SPEIbase (v2.4) [46].

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. Distribution Map of Forest Stock Volume

Forests in China show a highly significant and linear relationship between biomass density (Mg·ha\(^{-1}\)) and stock volume density (m\(^3\)·ha\(^{-1}\)), with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 at the level of provincial forests [47]. The forest stock volume density increases in a nonlinear manner with the increase in age and height [48,49]. Therefore, the grade map of forest (arbor forest) stock volume density was taken as an indicator in the present research (Figure 1) [40]. The map was obtained from the Seventh National Forest Resources Inventory, which was carried out over five years (2004–2008) based on the provincial administration and provided by each province [50] and is the foremost data set.
of forest resources. A total of 0.415 million permanent sample plots were chosen to acquire 0.16 billion groups of inventory data, where the data form the basis of the map [50]. All the forests in the province were divided into five groups on the map as follows: less than 30 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ (<30), which accounted for 25.24% of the total forested area; 30–60 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ (18.15%), 60–90 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ (9.89%); 90–120 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ (8.64%); and greater than or equal to 120 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ ($\geq$120) (38.08%) [40]. To relate the distribution to the remote sensing vegetation index, the map was first digitized and then converted to one with a spatial resolution of 1 km by spatial adjustment and resampling using ArcGIS (ver. 10.2) (Esri, Environmental Systems Research Institute, New York, NY, USA).

2.2.2. MODIS-Enhanced Vegetation Index

Compared with the NDVI, the EVI is more sensitive to information from high-coverage regions and is therefore less likely to be saturated [33,51]. As the research region (Yunnan Province, southwest China) of this study is a typical high-coverage region in China (where forest cover is greater than 50%) [39], EVI is more suitable than NDVI to characterize the forest growth status in the present research. In addition, the moderate imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) not only has the time continuity of data, but its spatial resolution can also meet the needs of research in the medium scale [33,44]. Thus, the MOD13A1-EVI product from the land processes distributed active archive center, which is provided every 16 days at a resolution of 500 m, was chosen for the present research [52]. The monthly EVI was obtained as a composite of many EVI diagrams for each month and expressed as the maximum value composite (MVC) [53]. To match the forest data, the EVI was resampled to 1 km using ArcGIS (ver. 10.2) (Esri, Environmental Systems Research Institute, New York, NY, USA). As July is the most conducive for forest growth, and the trees in this month are most sensitive to moisture status [10,28], only the EVI for July in each year was selected to represent the status of forest growth in that year. Furthermore, the start time of the MOD13A1-EVI was 2001 [52], and the deadline of SPEIbase ver. 2.4 (the Climatic Research Unit (CRU)) was 2014 [46]. In addition, Yunnan had several dry years (2005–2006, 2009–2014) and wet years (2001–2004, 2007–2008) during 2001 to 2014 [10,41,42], so the 2001–2014 databases were selected in this research. From the spatial distribution of the mean annual EVI during 2001–2014, a large spatial difference in forest growth status (Figure 3a) was found, which could be due to the distribution of different forest stock volume densities as many researchers have shown a positive relationship between forest stock volume density and EVI [54]. The variation in forest growth status shown by the annual standard deviation of EVI (Figure 3b) could be driven by external stresses such as drought.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** The spatial distribution of (a) the mean annual of EVI and (b) the annual standard deviation of EVI from 2001–2014. The EVI data were only for July in each year.
To reflect the change in $\text{EVI}$, which is directly related to environmental stress (e.g., drought), and to reduce the complicated impacts caused by both biotic and abiotic factors on the $\text{EVI}$ itself, we constructed the deficit index of $\text{EVI}$ ($d\text{EVI}_i$) at the grid scale: the maximum $\text{EVI}$ ($\text{EVI}_{\text{max}}$) was calculated at each spatial grid over the study period (2001–2014), and the grid with $\text{EVI}_{\text{max}}$ was considered to be the ideal condition without any drought stress; therefore, the corresponding value was taken to be the reference of $\text{EVI}$. Finally, the difference between $\text{EVI}_i$ and $\text{EVI}_{\text{max}}$ was calculated for each year (Equation (1)). As the $d\text{EVI}_i$ reflected the relative reduction in $\text{EVI}$ caused by drought in the $i$th year, it was more directly related to meteorological drought indexes that reflect the relative water deficit or surplus such as the $\text{SPEI}$.

\[
d\text{EVI}_i = \frac{\text{EVI}_i - \text{EVI}_{\text{max}}}{\text{EVI}_{\text{max}}} \times 100\%	ag{1}
\]

where $\text{EVI}_i$ is the $\text{EVI}$ of July in the $i$th year, and $\text{EVI}_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum $\text{EVI}$ of July during the 14-year period (2001–2014).

2.2.3. Meteorological Drought Index

There are several extensively used climate drought indices such as $\text{SPEI}$, $\text{PDSI}$, and $\text{SPI}$, etc. [30–32], each with its own advantage. However, $\text{SPEI}$ incorporates the advantages of $\text{PDSI}$ that are sensitive to the evaporative demand, and that of $\text{SPI}$ with multiple time scales [32,55,56], so the $\text{SPEI}$ reflected the cumulative effects of water deficit and surplus over multiple time scales in the research. In calculating the water balance, $\text{SPEI}$ was calculated as follows [32,55]: (1) potential evapotranspiration ($\text{PET}$) was obtained by the Thornthwaite and the Penman–Monteith models; (2) different time scales of the cumulative effects of water deficit and surplus were calculated; (3) the three-parameter log-logistic probability density function was adopted to fit the established cumulative series; and (4) the cumulative series was converted by the standard normal distribution.

The monthly $\text{SPEI}$ data for the period 2001–2014 were derived from $\text{SPEIbase}$ ver. 2.4, which has a spatial resolution of $0.5^\circ$ [46]. The data set comprised monthly precipitation and potential evapotranspiration values obtained from CRU of the University of East Anglia, UK, and potential evapotranspiration in $\text{SPEIbase}$ was calculated using the FAO-56 Penman–Monteith method. To match the other data, the $\text{SPEI}$ data sets were resampled to the resolution of 1 km using ArcGIS (ver. 10.2) (Esri, Environmental Systems Research Institute, New York, NY, USA).

To estimate the potential impact of the changes of water deficit on forest growth, the $\text{SPEI}$ was calculated for a range of scenarios (representing different atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs)), based on the temperature and precipitation data estimated by a model, namely, CMIP5 (Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5). The estimates were grouped into four submodels: GFDL-ESM2M [57], IPSL-CM5A-LR [58], MIROC-ESM-CHEM [59], and NorESM1-M [60], at two extremes of the concentrations of GHGs, representative concentration pathway (RCP) 2.6 and RCP 8.5, which cover the daily average temperature and precipitation data at a resolution of $0.5^\circ$ for the period 1950–2099 (the present research considered only the 2015–2099 subset). Given the greater uncertainty in estimating values from a single set, the average of the four climate models was used. Finally, the monthly $\text{SPEI}$ ($\text{SPEI}_{\text{future}}$) at different time scales was calculated based on the monthly average temperature and precipitation under the RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 scenarios. Two competing methods of estimating $\text{PET}$, namely, the Thornthwaite and Penman–Monteith methods, because their corresponding results ($\text{SPEI}$) were similar in a humid region such as Yunnan Province [61], and the Thornthwaite method requires only the monthly average temperature and precipitation data to calculate the $\text{PET}$, so the Thornthwaite method was used in the present research and it’s calculation procedure was derived from DIGITAL.CSIC [62]. To make them consistent with other data, the original values of $\text{SPEI}_{\text{future}}$ (at a resolution of $0.5^\circ$) were resampled to the resolution of 1 km.
2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Optimal Time Scale for SPEI

Forest growth is affected by precipitation and evapotranspiration not only in the current month, but also in the preceding months. The effect of water balance on forest growth clearly shows hysteresis [26], and its length depends on the vegetation type, which shows distinct spatial patterns. Some researchers have found that it takes many months before the effects of moisture are apparent [10,26], and the length of such hysteresis can be a year [28,29] or even 2–3 years [63]. Due to the hysteretic effects of moisture, the SPEI was not calculated for a given time scale initially; instead, it was calculated for multiple time scales.

By comparing the association strength between the SPEI at multiple time scales and dEVI, the research selected the optimal time scale for SPEI. Taking into account the differences in hysteresis (as related to water balance) between the different stock volume densities, the impact of drought could be assessed more accurately. In determining the optimal time scale for SPEI, linear regression models (SPEI-dEVI) between the SPEI on 1–36 month time scales and the dEVI of forests with five groups of stock volume density were constructed, and 180 regression models were generated in this exercise. Next, according to the significance (at the 0.01 level) and the $R^2$ of the linear regression models, the optimal time scale and the corresponding SPEI ($SPEI_{opt}$) were determined. To ensure the selected time scale and the corresponding SPEI were truly representative and robust, the average values of $R^2$ in these regression models, between the SPEI on adjacent time scales and dEVI, were used as references; in other words, sliding windows of three months and five months were used to confirm the average value of $R^2$ on adjacent time scales. To reduce the interference from miscellaneous data, the average values of SPEI and dEVI in every grade of drought (eight grades) [64] (Table 1), were used as the base data for the linear regression models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drought Stress Intensity</th>
<th>SPEI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe drought</td>
<td>$\leq -1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate drought</td>
<td>$-1.5$ to $\leq -1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild drought</td>
<td>$-1$ to $\leq -0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (–)</td>
<td>$-0.5$ to $\leq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (+)</td>
<td>$0$ to $\leq 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild wet</td>
<td>$0.5$ to $\leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate wet</td>
<td>$1$ to $\leq 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe wet</td>
<td>$&gt;1.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grades in this table are a modified version of those reported by Paulo et al. [64], and the proportion of forest grids in each grade to the total number of grids exceeded 5%.

2.3.2. Response to Drought as Affected by Different Forest Stock Volumes

For the forests in each stock volume density group, that is, from less than 30 m$^3$.ha$^{-1}$ to greater than or equal to 120 m$^3$.ha$^{-1}$ in increments of 30 m$^3$.ha$^{-1}$, and on the basis of $SPEI_{opt}$, a linear regression model was established between $SPEI_{opt}$ and the corresponding $dEVI$ ($SPEI_{opt}$-$dEVI$). Next, to assess the sensitivity of stock volume to $dEVI$ following changes in the level of moisture, the differences in the coefficients of determination ($R^2$) and the regression coefficients from the models between different forest stock volume densities were compared. At the same time, the $dEVI$ in the future ($dEVI_{future}$) was first calculated using the $SPEI_{opt}$-$dEVI$ model and $SPEI_{future}$ data; the patterns of temporal changes and the relative risk from climate change to forests between five groups of stock volume density were compared and ascertained, respectively. Due to the limitations of forest stock volume data, the extent of forest cover and the total area under forests were assumed to remain the same in the future and in only one of the five groups of stock volume density.
Additionally, to evaluate the magnitude of the potential error from the SPEI ($\text{SPEI}_{\text{fix}}$) that was assigned artificially to a fixed time scale and because any difference due to the stock volume (the stock-volume-independent time scale for the SPEI) was ignored, the research compared the differences in the simulated $d\text{EVI}$ between $\text{SPEI}_{\text{fix}}$ and the $\text{SPEI}_{\text{opt}}$ that were related to the stock volume density (the stock-volume-dependent time scale for the SPEI). Finally, the common $\text{SPEI}_{\text{fix}}$ of three fixed time scales, namely, 1 month ($\text{SPEI}_1$), 6 months ($\text{SPEI}_6$), and 12 months ($\text{SPEI}_{12}$), was adopted in the research. All the statistical methods and statistical mapping were completed using Matlab (R2012b) (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Stock-Volume-Dependent Time Scales of SPEI

A clear relationship was seen between the SPEI (which reflected meteorological drought) and the $d\text{EVI}$ (which reflected physiological drought), although the strength of that relationship varied markedly, depending on the time scale of SPEI and on the forest stock volume density (Figure 4). Overall, the association strength ($R^2$) between SPEI and $d\text{EVI}$ varied greatly with the time scale of the SPEI. At the level of 0.01, the relationship between $d\text{EVI}$ and the SPEI for most of the time scales was statistically non-significant, which indicated that a suitable time scale was required for SPEI when evaluating or predicting the effect of drought.

The difference in the demand for and the supply of water between forests with different stock volume densities affects the optimal time scale of the meteorological drought index. For forests with low stock volume densities, the most suitable time scale was 23–24 months: for scales shorter or longer than that, the association strength between $\text{SPEI}$ and $d\text{EVI}$ decreased markedly (Figure 4a,b). However, for forests with high stock volume densities, the most suitable time scale was 24 months in most cases: the $R^2$ (association strength) did not decrease at time scales longer than 24 months (Figure 4c–e).

Figure 4. Cont.
Figure 4. Correlation between dEVI and the SPEI at different time scales for forests with five groups of stock volume density (m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$): (a) <30; (b) 30–60; (c) 60–90; (d) 90–120; and (e) ≥120. The green highlight shows significance at the level of 0.01.

Comparing the $R^2_{\text{max}}$ of the linear regression models that considered the relationship between the dEVI and the SPEI at different time scales, and with reference to the average $R^2$ values for the sliding windows of three and five months on adjacent time scales as well as the significance level, the optimal time scale of SPEI for each stock volume density was as follows: 23 months for stock volume densities less than 30 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$; 24 months for each of the next three groups; and 35 months for stock volume densities greater than or equal to 120 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$ (Figure 4a–e). Overall, the optimal time scale increased as the stock volume density increased. This trend means that longer times of hysteresis and the cumulative effects of water balance need to be considered when evaluating the effects of drought on forests on the basis of a meteorological drought index.

3.2. Differences in Sensitivity to Drought between Different Forest Stock Volumes

Based on the analysis of the linear regression between the SPEI at 1–36 month time scales and the dEVI of forests with different stock volume densities, the optimal time scale of SPEI ($SPEI_{\text{opt}}$) was determined, and the optimal model that best simulated the response of the vegetation to water, as judged on the basis of $SPEI_{\text{opt}}$, was determined (Table 2). Models for the optimal time scales showed the maximum variance interpretation rate ($R^2$) and therefore reflected to the fullest extent the relationship between meteorological drought and physiological drought. Irrespective of the forest stock volume density, the dEVI reflecting forest growth status decreased gradually as the intensity of the drought increased. In addition, it was found that the $R^2$ of a model increased gradually as the stock volume density increased (Table 2). Furthermore, the sensitivity of dEVI to changes in the moisture status also increased as the stock volume density increased; that is, a unit change in the moisture content caused a greater reduction in the dEVI for forests with higher stock volume densities (Figure 5). Thus, the relationship between drought stress intensity and its effects on forests was stronger, and forests were more sensitive to changes in soil moisture when the forests had high stock volume densities—their resistance to such changes was weaker during times of drought.

Table 2. Optimal models of SPEI and dEVI for different forest stock volume densities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forest Stock Volume Density (m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>&lt;30</th>
<th>30–60</th>
<th>60–90</th>
<th>90–120</th>
<th>≥120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The optimal time scale of SPEI (month)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression coefficient constant</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Error Caused by Stock-Volume-Independent Time Scale of SPEI

To measure in quantitative terms the potential effect of stock-volume-independent time scale on the simulated error in $dEVI$, the differences in the $dEVI$ from simulations and the optimal model that considered the forest stock volume (a stock-volume-dependent time scale) were compared and analyzed. Three common time scales (1 month, 6 months, and 12 months) were selected as the fixed time scales for the SPEI.

If the differences in terms of stock volume were ignored, and if the SPEI that was assigned artificially to a fixed time scale was used for simulating the response of vegetation to drought, the following problems arose. First, the relationship between changes in the SPEI and those in the $EVI$ was represented incorrectly, as evident from the negative correlation between the SPEI at a 1-month time scale and $dEVI$ (SPEI$_1$-$dEVI$ in Figure 6), as precipitation in the current month only had a limited effect on forest growth [29]. Excess precipitation is always accompanied by a decrease in photosynthetically active radiation and by lower temperatures, so forest growth is affected adversely [26]. Second, the relationship between SPEI and $dEVI$ was revealed correctly, but the significance level and the statistical significance of the model were underestimated (grey icon in Figure 6). Third, despite overcoming the above two shortcomings, the model parameter that reflected changes in the $dEVI$, which changes with the drought stress intensity, was potentially underestimated, and therefore forest growth sensitivity to drought as a result of climate change (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Sensitivity to drought of forests of varying stock volume densities.

Figure 6. Potential simulation error in SPEI at fixed time scales that ignored the effect of forest stock volume.
3.4. Stock-Volume-Related Drought Risk in Future

Based on the variations in the SPEI under the different climate change scenarios, a linear regression model was constructed to show the relationship between $SPEI_{opt}$ and $dEVI$ for all groups of forest stock volume density. Next, the variations in $dEVI_{future}$ were simulated, and the relative climate change risks facing forests were compared between different forest stock volume densities. The predicted values ($dEVI_{future}$) were affected by the drought stress intensity and by the stock volume (Figure 7a,b). Drought was more severe under the high-concentrations scenario (RCP 8.5) than under the low-concentrations scenario (RCP 2.6). Thus, the $dEVI_{future}$ showed a clear downtrend ($p < 0.05$) under the high-concentrations scenario (Figure 7b), but not under the low-concentrations scenario ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 7a). On the other hand, the variations in the $dEVI_{future}$—irrespective of the scenario, whether RCP 2.6 or RCP 8.5—were greater when the stock volume density was higher as forests with high stock volume density are more sensitive to moisture levels.

Figure 7. Changes in annual average $dEVI_{future}$ of forests under two future climate scenarios. (a) RCP 2.6; and (b) RCP 8.5.

The spatial pattern of the variations in the $dEVI_{future}$ (Figure 8) showed that only part of the total area under forests (less than 12% of the total) was affected significantly under the low-concentrations scenario (RCP 2.6): the $dEVI_{future}$ for more than 88% of the area under forests (Figure 8(a1–a5)) showed no decrease. However, under the high-concentrations scenario (RCP 8.5), the $dEVI_{future}$ decreased markedly over the entire area ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 8(b1–b5)). Furthermore, the extent of the decrease in the $dEVI_{future}$ was related to the increase in forest stock volume density: the higher the forest stock volume density, the greater the decrease in the $dEVI_{future}$.

Thus, as drought becomes more frequent and more intense as a result of global climate change, the risk to forests also increases, particularly under the high-concentrations scenario (RCP 8.5).
The effect of drought of a given intensity is greater on forests with high stock volume density, which are thus both more sensitive and more vulnerable.

**Figure 8.** Pattern of spatial variation in the coefficient of the temporal variation trend of \(dEVI_{\text{future}}\) following global climate change. (a1–a5) show the coefficients of <30, 30–60, 60–90, 90–120, and \(\geq 120\) (m\(^3\)·ha\(^{-1}\)) or m\(^3\)·ha\(^{-1}\)) at every spatial grid in the climatic scenario of RCP 2.6, and the proportion of grids at the significance level of 0.05 to the total number of grids was 6.8% in the case of densities below 30 m\(^3\)·ha\(^{-1}\), 11.5% in each of the next three categories, and 5.7% in the case of densities greater than or equal to 120 m\(^3\)·ha\(^{-1}\); (b1–b5) show the corresponding values under Scenario RCP 8.5.

4. Discussion

4.1. Importance of Optimal Time Scale for SPEI

The length of hysteresis in the forest drought response changes with the type of forest [27,28] as the cumulative effect of water deficit or surplus that will influence forest growth is different for different types of forests [10,28,29]. If the differences in forest attributes are ignored, the SPEI that is assigned artificially on a fixed time scale cannot reflect the differences in the forest drought response accurately, thereby affecting the accuracy of evaluating and predicting such responses. This study constructed linear regression models that expressed the relationship between the SPEI at 1–36 month time scales and the \(dEVI\) that reflected the changes of forest growth to choose the optimal model that could best reflect (maximum \(R^2\)) the relationship between drought and forest growth. Next, to characterize the effect of drought on forest growth and to make the research results more accurate, the index of meteorological drought on the optimal time scale (\(\text{SPEI}_{\text{opt}}\)) was obtained. The length of hysteresis in the forest drought response, the sensitivity of forests to the changes of drought stress intensity, and the degree of forest were all influenced by drought and all increased as the forest stock volume density increased. These results indicated that it is important to select a suitable time scale for the meteorological drought index for different forest attributes. Only in this way can the correlation between a meteorological drought index and an agricultural drought index be constructed effectively. The present research also showed that the length of hysteresis, or the time taken by forests with different stock volume densities to respond to drought, was about 2–3 years in Yunnan Province, a finding consistent with that reported by Orwig and Abrams (1997) [65] and Wu et al. [27].

4.2. Differences in Response Due to Differences in Stock Volume Density

Based on the optimal time scale of SPEI (\(\text{SPEI}_{\text{opt}}\)), it was seen that the length of hysteresis in responding to drought increased as the forest stock volume density increased. One possible reason is that forests with high stock volume density could be older, and old trees can counter meteorological drought by accessing underground water from greater depths (at which moisture from earlier precipitation is stored) [66,67]. On the other hand, forests with low stock volume density could be younger, and the root systems of young trees are shallower, therefore allowing young trees to respond to drought faster [68]. Due to the relatively large reserves of water in forests with high stock
volume density, the hysteresis and the cumulative time of water balance that affects forest growth are longer. Based on the statistical model of the relationship between the $SPEI_{opt}$ and the $dEVI$, the present research showed that the sensitivity of forests to drought increased with the increase in forest stock volume density as the high stock volume density implied a high leaf area index (LAI) and large biomass—and therefore greater water requirements—to maintain regular growth [19]. Forests with high stock volume density could consist of taller trees (the water conduction efficiency of which is also lower than that in shorter trees) that make up forests with low stock volume density [20]. Taller trees are also more prone to xylem embolism, which typically occurs when water is in short supply. In addition, the high density of stock volume could be driven by the high number of small-intermediate stems, which cause the growth of forests with high stock volume density, to stagnate and creates intense competition for water [69]. Above all, given that forests with high stock volume density are more sensitive to drought and have low resistance to drought, they are more likely to be affected by droughts that become more frequent and more severe as a result of global climate change, a link worthy of attention by future forest administrations [63].

The xylem embolism that the research mentioned previously is one of the mechanisms of forest decay (or $EVI$ decrease). The mechanism of forest decay could be xylem embolism, carbon starvation, or both [16–18]. Xylem embolism can occur more quickly under very severe drought [16]; however, carbon starvation seems to be the most important factor in determining $EVI$ decrease under long-term climate conditions [16]. Given that Yunnan suffered from long-term and severe droughts during 2001–2014 [10,41,42], both xylem embolism and carbon starvation may occur in Yunnan. This is a hypothesis that is hard to verify through remote sensing alone, so more experimental data are required in the future.

4.3. Difference in Response to Future Climate Change

The forest drought response under the two scenarios depends on the forest stock volume density. Forest growth was affected adversely owing to annual fluctuations in moisture under the low-concentration scenario RCP 2.6, and the scenario showed no marked changes with time (Figure 7a). However, under the high-concentration scenario RCP 8.5, aside from the annual fluctuations, forest growth also decreased markedly over time (Figure 7b). To explore the reasons for the above differences between the two scenarios, the annual average values of the $SPEI$ at different time scales (23, 24, and 35 months) in all regions were compared. Whereas the meteorological drought index under Scenario RCP 2.6 changed little over time (Figure 9), that under Scenario RCP 8.5 decreased markedly over time (Figure 9). This shows that the intensity of drought will increase under the high-concentration scenario, which is the reason for the differences in outcome between the two scenarios, and also the reason for the gradual deterioration of all forest-growing states over time. Forests with a high stock volume density will be affected more than those with a low stock volume density by a drought of a given intensity and will also be more sensitive and vulnerable to it (Figure 7b).
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Figure 9. Changes in $SPEI$ over time under scenarios RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 on time scales of (a) 23 months; (b) 24 months; and (c) 35 months. The 24 months represent the optimal time scale of $SPEI$ for the three groups of stock volume density: 30–60, 60–90, 90–120 m$^3$·ha$^{-1}$.

4.4. Uncertainty

A variety of ways were used to reduce uncertainty in the research. To reduce the complicated impacts caused by both biotic and abiotic factors on the $EVI$ itself, the $dEVI$ was constructed at the level of the grid based on $EVI$. Compared to the $EVI$, the deficit of $EVI$ (i.e., $dEVI$) reflected the change of $EVI$ directly related with the environmental stress (e.g., drought), so it was more suitable to build the statistical relationship between the forest drought response to the meteorological drought indexes such as the $SPEI$, which is also an indicator that reflects the relative change of water deficit or surplus. Second, to improve accuracy, the map showing the distribution of forests of different stock volume density was derived from the Seventh National Forest Resources Inventory. The inventory was compiled over five years, and 0.415 million permanent sample plots were adopted to acquire 0.16 billion groups of basic data [50]. This inventory is the foremost data set on forest resources of China at present. Finally, to reduce the uncertainty of the mode result itself, the arithmetic average of the meteorological data obtained through multiple modes was used in this research.

Despite these efforts, some uncertainties remained. For example, because the limitation of the forest stock volume density maps for each year, the fixed map of 2004–2008 was used for 14 years (2001–2014), and some uncertainties due to timber harvesting or land conversion may possibly exist in the research. Furthermore, as the spatial distribution maps of forest stock volume density are limited in the future scenarios, although it was assumed that the extent of forest cover, the total area was unchanged, and only one of the five grades of stock volume densities, the reality is likely to be different, which adds some uncertainty to the evaluation results. To make the assessment of the impact of drought more precise, we need more reliable data on the distribution of forest stock volume density. In addition, forest fires might impact the research results [70]; however, based on the data of the China forestry statistical yearbook from 2001–2014 [71–84], we found that the percentage of the total area of forest damaged by fire from 2001–2014 was less than 0.17% of the forest area, so the uncertainties driven by forest fires will not change our main conclusions.

5. Conclusions

To reveal the potential impacts of different stock volumes on the forest drought response, forests in Yunnan Province were chosen and the changes in the remote-sensing-enhanced vegetation index ($dEVI$) were used as representative of the response. The relationships between the meteorological drought index $SPEI$ and $dEVI$ as well as those between the $SPEI$ at the optimal time scale and the $dEVI$ for forests with different stock volume densities were analyzed. A close linear relation existed between the $SPEI$ and the $dEVI$, but the relation depended on the time scale: at the optimal time scale, the $SPEI$...
reflected the effects of drought on forests effectively, and the time scales increased with the increase in forest stock volume density. This meant that if the variation in the time scale of SPEI caused by spatial differences in forest stock volume was ignored, and only the SPEI at a fixed time scale was used for assessing the effects of drought on forests, the results will carry a systematic bias. Based on the synthesis of all the relationships between the SPEI at the optimal time scale and data from remote sensing, it is suggested that forests with a high stock volume density require more water and are therefore, are more sensitive to changes in water deficit and are likely to suffer more in the future following global changes in climate (scenario RCP 8.5).
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